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WHY CHOOSE US?

Moviynt™ has developed a mobile platform that enables enterprise to
seamlessly develop, connect, and deploy mobile solutions that can significantly 
improve business operations. Using this enhanced capability enterprise can:

Deploy an integrated mobile solutions
on SAP in weeks and not months

Enable online, offline and hybrid
mobile operations to eliminate 

downtime and increase productivity

Seamlessly integrate with SAP
without any middleware , helping to 

eliminate additional infrastructure
cost and increase throughput

Expand the ability of enterprise
systems to use native

 features of mobile devices

CONNECTIVITY ___________________________________________
Mobility is quickly becoming an integral part of warehouse automation. 
Staying connected is not always feasible considering the growing size of 
warehouse and increased use of independent third party logistics, coupled with 
a mobile workforce that relies more and more on mobile devices to perform their 
day to day activities. MoviyntTM provides a solution that allows your workforce to 
perform tasks seamlessly in an environment that is not fully connected to their 
back-end enterprise system.

AGILITY ___________________________________________________
Enterprises are becoming agile and nimble in their operations.
MRP practices are becoming leaner, resulting in increased order processing and 
reduced order sizes. MoviyntTM supports high velocity operations with sub-second 
response times.

PRODUCTIVITY ___________________________________________
Smart devices have become extremely powerful.
Businesses are looking to integrate smart devices into their ERP applications 
to increase productivity, accuracy, auditability and collaboration. MoviyntTM 
applications work seamlessly in a device-agnostic manner, while also  
integrating all native capability of smart devices.
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LET’S TALK
TRANSFORMING
MOBILITY
Moviynt core capability is driven by the founders background 
and expertise in  that had extensive background from 
consulting and core software development. 

“In our conversation with large companies, we have seen a pattern of challenges in the day 
to day use of smart devices around Industrial Mobility. Few of these challenges formed the 
core capabilities of MoviyntTM application, challenges such as offline capability, leveraging 
native capabilities of the devices and lastly seamlessly integration to ERP without relying 
on API’s alone. Moviynt was formed with the purpose to solve these problems. Our 
founders have lots of experience in this area and hence our ability to solve this problem 
allows us to promise full offline capabilities, direct integration of device with SAP and 
enable native capabilities to help enhance end to end digital transformation for enterprise.”
              ~ Vinod Nanu, CEO, MoviyntTM

MOVIYNTTM SOLUTION
Moviynt™ provides enhanced ability for customers to perform critical SAP related 
processes, even when not connected to the network, while also having the ability to 
use the native capability of the mobile device.

 9Integrated as a development platform
 9No middleware, run time engine runs directly in ERP (SAP, Oracle, etc.)
 9Client runs natively in offline mode and access server only when required.
 9Continues to run even when disconnected from ERP back-end
 9Applies to all industrial mobility processes namely 
(Warehouse, Plant maintenance, Production Orders, Service, etc.)
 9Can run alongside SAP console
 9Forward compatibility with ECC, S4 and S4HC

MOVIYNT’STM INTEGRATED PLATFORM
MoviyntTM runs on Apple®, Windows®, and AndroidTM platforms. Moviynt’sTM core capability 
is focused mainly in bringing the complete set of device features to the enterprise 
solutions while also ensuring that connectivity and bandwidth requirements no longer 
impede while performing critical business processes that have dependence on mobility.

 9High speed warehouse related operations in connected, disconnected, and 
occasionally connected environments
 9Offline field service operations using complete offline mode with ability to sync 
information to back-end ERP system as, and when, connected
 9Initiate quality notifications using image capture
 9Enable workflow events
 9Proof of delivery signature capture.
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